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It all began with a small, clipped image from a
1940'
s Good Housekeeping magazine. There she was: a two
inch tall housewife, prim in both her apron and hair
style. Her arms were extended: one for balance and one




s , the 24 -hour copy center where I spend
too much time. There, I made successive photocopies and
enlargements until I had a stack of grainy, obviously
mechanically reproduced "drawings". Back in the studio,
with a 4B charcoal pencil and paper, I vigorously drew
backgrounds for the "cleaning
woman"
in which to do her
cleanliness thing. Examples of some of the drawings are:
an oil spill, rain forest foliage backed by a cityscape,
and a sea turtle swimming in space near the planet Earth.
In each of these drawings, I collaged a very grainy
photocopy of "cleaning woman". I set these drawings aside;
thumbtacked to my studio wall and worked on other pro
jects; however, I kept coming back to these images.
It's not like I premeditated my thesis theme as I
walked into my studio in the Autumn of 1991: far from it!
In the first two quarters at RIT, I worked on landscape
and figurative themes with much experimentation in mixed
painting and drawing mediums. As spring quarter approached,
three-dimensional objects, odd picture frames, silver
paper, and metal objects
began entering my artwork. It
was in the spring that I became aware of ecofeminist
theory and
how closely it related to those
initial drawings
I used those images as a basis for a series of litho
graphic prints, thus initiating my thesis theme, then
unbeknownst to even me!
During the summer break, I read periodicals and
books concerned with current environmental themes and
ecofeminism. In June, the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development, otherwise known as the Earth
Summit, took place in Brazil. The conference drew heads
of states from approximately 160 nations, making it the
largest summit meeting ever held. A discussion of a uni
versal code of ethics for the environment was on the
Earth Summit agenda. Women were conspicuously absent from
the agenda.
I wondered; how can this be? This is_ the 1990 's!
How can I get involved in a communicative exchange on con
temporary issues? How can women be heard? When I returned
to my studio in the Autumn of 1992, I knew that my mission
was to create socially responsible art. Art is empower
ment, a voice, especially for women.
This mad race toward self-destruction must stop
. . . and the overwhelming exclusion of women
from
national and international decision-making, their





The development of the concept for the Global
Housekeepers series grew from my fascination with his
torical mass-media images of women and my research into
the ecofeminist movement. It was also a reaction to the
aching, gut feelings I got every time I read a newspaper
running rampant with a conservative backlash toward wo
men and destructive attitudes toward the planet due to
the twelve-year reign of the Reagan-Bush administration.
Vintage Ladies
'
Home Journal and Good Housekeeping
magazines and the like are chock-full of absurd adver
tising images. These images depict women as smiling and
pert and enthusiastically engaged in housekeeping duties.
The surreal quality of the images got me to thinking about
taking the concept of women's role in housekeeping out of
the context of the household as we know it. The new con
text would be the world as the household. Women seem to
be the individuals left to clean up the mess anyway, so
why not put them in charge of the planet Earth?
In the book: Housewifery: A Textbook of Practical
Housekeeping , dated 1936, housekeeping is defined as
"
... the business of the mistress of the family
"
( Balder-






mean a woman in control or position of authority (as in
head of a household), and
"family"
to mean a group of
individuals living under one roof. To magnify this state
ment to global proportions, women take on a politically
powerful role. Global housekeeping could then be defined
as women in ultimate control of the family of humankind
on the planet Earth.
"In the late '40's, the housewife's career was the
most important one a woman can
choose"
(Goldberg 1993, 29).
This was the post-war era, when new emphasis on domesticity
was apparent everywhere.
In newspapers and magazines, on radios and billboards,
the homemaker replaced "Rosie the
Riveter"
as the na
tional feminine model. Advertisers ... were quick to
exploit the expanded market for domestic products that
the return to peacetime economy and the appearance of
a new affluence offered. It was predictable ... that
the model woman they projected would be either a house
wife eager to buy the latest home products or a seduc
tress whose appearance suggested special pleasure from
the product displayed (Banner 1984, 235).
The housekeeper images I selected for my artwork are from
this era. They symbolize an era so influential in shaping
distorted social ideals of femininity. In addition, this
era demarcates the increase in our nation's capitalistic,
consumer ideology, and because of this perpetuating con
sumer glut, the environmental disaster we face today.
In the 1990 's, the environment worldwide is in dire
need of a good cleaning. The responsibility may lie in the
hands of women. Ecofeminist theory supports the notion of
"women's potential for bringing about an ecological revo
lution"
(Warren 1990. 125). Global Housekeepers reinforces
this notion.
Art, with its ability to symbolize
complex
abstractions in concrete ways, has a unique
potential for raising awareness and advancing
shift in mind-set that must occur for the sake
of our survival and well-being.
(Sanders 1992, 77)
III. THOUGHTS ON ACTIVIST ART
My thesis work approached a multifaceted subject.
The artwork dealt with the oppression of women, the abuse
of the environment, and the tenuous future of our planet.
I admire artists like Sue Coe who confront contemporary
social issues through her art. Ms. Coe paints dark, horrid
imagery meant to shock, and does so effectively. Rather
than bog myself and my viewers down with dirge-like paint
ings - who needs another totally black canvas painting
portraying our doomed destiny?
- I chose humor, irony,
and parody with which to (hopefully) relate my socio
political message. "Most activist artists are trying to
combine social action, social theory, and the fine arts
tradition, in a spirit of multiplicity and integration
rather than one of narrowing
choices"
( Lippard 1984, 342).
The use of photocopied images can be seen as a
direct way to communicate ideas. Mass-media images are
more accessible to a varied audience. My strategy was to
pull the viewer into my artwork with familiar, popular
culture imagery. Then, upon closer inspection, visual
codes are disrupted and transformed through irony and
symbolic layering.
Since I wanted to represent the concept of the world
as a tangible thing as common as a house, I felt it was
important to use a universal symbol or shape. I decided
on a cone-shaped hut, sort of a teepee shape. I found it
fascinating that with each new piece I worked on, this
shape connoted much more than a home. It could be inter-
preted as a breast, a nest, a missile, an iron,
a leaf
shape, and so on. Incorporating some
element like this
in a painting that represents some other
notion by
association leads the viewer into a journey of
higher
understanding .
Being an activist artist is to
communicate and
educate society. My message is that it is necessary
to
rethink and replace our current ecology-destroying
tendencies embodied in consumerism, patriarchy,
and
capitalistic growth.
Art may never save the world, but saving the
world
is not the same as saving the phenomenon
"world"
itself, which is something art can do: art can help
us to recollect our belongingness to something
precious and worthy of protection.
(Gablik 1992, 50)
IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Many contemporary artists use natural fibers to
infer and support their ecological message. I was in
search of more unusual materials to work with that would
do the same and infer that industry has replaced nature.
The solution to my quest came one day, when I got my
hands on an offset metal printing plate. I
adhered a
photocopied collage image onto the silvery metal plate.
The black and white of the photocopy looked stark
and
graphic on the metal: a cold industrial look. I painted
over the entire surface with a very diluted
ultramarine
blue acrylic paint, creating a streaky brush
pattern. I
came back in with a brush loaded with black acrylic and
painted a crude hut shape over the collaged image. This
was it! The surface illuminated through the paint. In
addition, to carry over my "cleaning
woman"
theme, the
surface had that sterile clean quality. I experimented
with other kinds of metals and sheets of mylar. Finally,
I selected a box of 25 metal lithography plates, sized
27
1/4"
by 32 1/2", to begin work on the series. I also
bought a large roll of heavy weight mylar.
Painting and collaging on metal and mylar was new
to me. All my thesis work was truly experimental. I
found both of the materials to be very versatile. I de
veloped some working and painting techniques which are
detailed in the following paragraphs.
It is best to work on a flat surface rather than
an easel with both the metal and the mylar because the
paint rolls off the smooth surfaces too easily, which
can cause uncontrolled dripping marks. The application
of paint to the metal is most successful if done in
layers. Thin washes of acrylic are applied with a large
brush. Let the paint almost dry. Then, wipe down with
a clean cotton rag or a wadded-up paper towel. I would
repeat this until the desired intensity of color and
texture (from the wiping) was obtained. Paint applied to
the metal with a paper towel or a rag and a circular
scrubbing motion worked well too. I made use of the metal
as part of my palette. That is the main reason for the
constant wiping: to bring back and reveal the metal.
Even for areas of defined brush line, I would often
wipe off and relayer. When the paint got too thick and I
couldn't seem to wipe off enough, I discovered the use
fulness of coarse steel wool. This helped to remove the
paint and added a textural element. The steel wool
scratched surface eventually became another
"color"
in
my palette. By "color", I mean that the scratched and
buffed surface areas gave me an additional silver and
gray range to my overall palette. Any steel wool treat
ment I used, I did with the metal pieces on the floor:
for leverage and to apply the right amount of pressure.
The metal is a very malleable material to work with,
It takes to being easily bent, but not too much back and
forth action or else it splits. For texture, it can be
pounded on directly with a hammer or with a metal drift
and hammer. It can be cut with a razor blade or scissors.





I wore cotton gloves when handling and working with
the metal for two reasons. The first is; it is easy to
get a cut, like a paper cut, especially when cutting shapes
and riveting. It happens quick and it hurts! The second
reason is that the litho metal is highly sensitive to skin
oils. A little bit of sweating and you've got fingerprint
marks .
To adhere paper, such as photocopies to the metal,
I used a mixture of equal parts Elmer's glue and water.
Brush the mixture on the front and the back of the paper,
position it on the metal, and smooth it out with your
fingers. Excess mixture can be blotted with a paper towel,
but don't rub photocopies down, as that creates smearing.
While using this mixture, I made an interesting discovery
which can be seen in the pieces: "Double
Clean"
and "Glo
bal Housekeepers II". I had brushed the Elmer's and water
mixture around a photocopied image to create a shadowy bor
der. When it dried, it became iridescent. Depending on
how the light hits the piece and what viewing position
you're in, it takes on a variety of lustrous qualities.
To paint on mylar, I needed a clean horizontal surface.
Mylar has incredible static cling. Any minute specs of
dust or studio debris seemed to magnetically attract to
it. Unlike the metal, mylar does not take well to the
layering and wiping-off techniques because the mylar
fogs up and scatches. Rather, bold decisive brush strokes
worked well. Like metal, it is versatile in that it can
be manipulated into three dimensional shapes.
V. GLOBAL HOUSEKEEPERS
Mixed media paintings
on metal and mylar
, 'A :.SA
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MOP , RINSE , REPEAT
46 1/4 "h x 32 l/2"w




piece construction adhered with plastic seal.
This is one of my favorite pieces because it con
tains the Pop element of repetitious mass-media imagery
at the top and then a continuation of those images in
reverse on the center panel. The reversed images add an
odd abstract element. I like the dimensions of the piece,
which originally started out as just the center panel.
The piece shows off different qualities of the metal.
The upper and lower portions are
"scrubbed"
to a shine
with coarse steel wool. The center panel is a matte
surface .
The yellow paint seems to glow unnaturally as it
drips off the sponge mop. I used Rowney Cry la Artists
Acrylic Colour #651 series B: lemon yellow- It has an
unusual glowing, nuclear waste quality when combined with
the metal. Exactly the effect I wanted!
This was one of a few pieces in the series that I
actually worked on at
an easel. I needed to, in order to
achieve the desired dripping effect. The dripping effect
was done in three layers of thinned-down acrylic white
and then the same layering with the yellow.
I made some interesting discoveries using the
sol-
vent transfer technique. I solvent transferred photo
copied images directly onto the metal. The metal took
to this process with excellent results! The solvent
transfer was a simple procedure and required adequate
ventilation. The photocopy was placed face down on the
metal, positioned, and with a stiff oil painting brush,
brushed with turpentine. I let the turpentine soak in
for about two minutes. Then, I rubbed the image area
down with a wooden spoon. I carefully lifted a corner
of the photocopy to see if the image had transferred.
It had, so I removed the photocopy. I painted thin washes
of white acrylic over the transferred images. Where the
turpentine had soaked into the metal, the surface re




is sarcastic in its perky
social commentary. Who in their right mind would be so
incredibly happy and enthusiastic about cleaning up
toxic waste? !

WASH AND RINSE WELL
32 l/2"h x 27 l/4"w
Metal, acrylic paint, 3001b. Arches paper, rivets,
offset aluminum sheet, plastic seal.
In this piece, I dealt with symbolism, layering,
and my emotions about the uncertainty of the future. In
the lower left, I painted a cone shape using Bera Acrylic
silver: gobbed on with a brush and smoothed with a palette
knife. The shape symbolizes a missile and the violent
side of our culture's technologically advanced state. It
has an eerie reflection below it. The two images to the
right symbolize homes or shelters. The white shape is
symbolic of a civilized home. The black cone shape, painted
on a shiny offset plate, symbolizes a primitive hut. The
latter works in the negative space too. It can appear
as if a cave dwelling entrance.
I used a palette of pinks, violets, black, and of
course, that odd "nuclear
waste"
yellow. I chose pink to
infer the feminine, black for doom.
"Wash and Rinse
Well"
is about layering and luminos
ity. The metal litho plate is layered with a riveted
sheet of Arches paper, which has a small offset metal plate
attached to its surface. The rivets, paint, and metal
shine. The white painted shape comes forward off its dark
background. The attached offset plate glistens, yet sinks
down into a black mire. The silver missile is in the fore-
ground, but sets back in its lesser intensity to match








GLOBAL HOUSEKEEPER / DOUBLE CLEAN
32 l/2Bh x 54 l/2"w
Metal, acrylic paint, and photocopy collage.
This diptych plays static and movement off each
other. To the left, a global housekeeper is vacuuming
up her space. The raw metal is displayed in all its glory
here: a clean, sterile, industrial surface. I painted
Elmer's glue and water around the photocopied image with
a one inch fan brush which created a cocoon of iridescence
around the global housekeeper. She has successfully done
her deed and appears to be almost ready to vacuum herself
into the existing metal space. An animated, whimsical
quality pervades here, to be carried through in the images
to the right. I collaged partial-bodied cleaning women. I
set up a pattern, rather an animation in itself, with the
cleaning women. They are in motion, as if on a conveyer
belt, to continue what seems like an insurmountable envi
ronmental clean-up job.
These two pieces were highly experimental. To the
left, I tried the calm understatement. On the right, I
worked out layers of activity and meaning. The iron shape
took on a nest-like quality or the look of a twig hut. I
used a simple palette. I applied the background paint with
a wadded-up paper towel. Successive layers were wiped
down and reapplied. I wanted the swirled paint application
to mimic the action of the cleaning women. The burnt sienna
painted background represents a tree shape. Its shape
is punctuated by hammered drift tool marks. This was
the
first piece I hammered on. I tried hammering from both
sides of the metal to get different marks.

HOUSEKEEPING TRIPTYCH
Each metal panel: 47 l/2"h x 27 l/4"w
Mylar center piece: 38 "h x 4 "w
Metal, mylar, acrylic paint, photocopy solvent transfer,
photocopy collage, and rivets.
The mylar cone in the center of "Housekeeping Trip
tych"
features a row of female figures holding hands. These
figures are based on a design on an ancient Assyrian ceram
ic vessel. I painted the figures using a mixture of violet
and burnt sienna acrylic paint. This was done with the mylar
taped down to my work table. When the paint dried, I curled
the mylar into a cone. The painted figures formed a spiral-
ing vertebral column. I used this to symbolize the power
and strength of women. Inside the top of the cone, I attached
a kitsch key ring that has a colorful metal globe dangling
from it. The bottom of the cone was attached with a riveted
piece of metal. I cut the metal into a triangular shape
and bent it to conform to the shape of the mylar. Then, I
riveted the layers of mylar and metal together.
I discovered when I hung it on the wall, the spiraling
figures cast shadows. The piece took on larger dimensions
with this added effect! In addition, the three-dimensional
shape of the mylar imitates the recurring cone shape in
the two metal pieces.
I intended the metal piece on the left to be more
aggressive than the one on the right. I wanted the dom
inant shape to infer power and missiles, sort of masculine,
yet still have associations to the domestic iron shape.
First, I riveted two pieces of metal together. I
painted the missile shape. I wiped it down and repainted
it repeatedly until I got the effect I wanted. For the
longest time, I did nothing with the background. I liked
the raw metal. Then, one day, in a burst of spontaneity,
I loaded a big, fat , five inch paint brush with water and
black, blues, and violet paint. With a zigzag motion, I
painted the background. The results were a very fluid
marbleized effect. This was so spontaneous, I'm not sure
I could duplicate it!
I really got into riveting this piece. The rivets
accentuate the form of the missile shape and serve as a
subtle reference to Rosie the Riveter. I used rivets as
part of the structure as well as an element in the painting.
I solvent transferred two fragmented, photocopied
images on a small, rectangular piece of metal. One image
is the smiling face of a woman. The other is a parachute
in flight. This piece was then attached with a single rivet.
I painted a thin strip of metal, bent it a little, and
riveted it to the lower part of the piece. The final step
was scratching the surface with coarse steel
wool to high
light selected areas. In my studio, this painting looked
flat, but under gallery lights, the scratched areas shone.
The painting on the right is about
the primitive,
tribal communities in the world that are being terrorized
and/or eliminated by
"progress"
and technology. Like the
piece on the left, it is constructed of two pieces of
metal riveted together. The brush strokes I used are bold
and primitive. I painted the upper background like large
blades of grass, the middle area: an intertwining of vines
and earth, and the lower area with brushwork similar to
that of the metal piece on the left.
Layered over the background, I painted the outline
of the missile shape. To this shape, I added brush strokes
in a rhythmic pattern, sort of a basketry weave. The shape
was to infer a hut, a nest, or a primitive shelter.
Ever so faintly, I solvent transferred and collaged
photocopied images of a sculptural, primitive female shape.
These images float within the nest shape. They lay behind
the bold brush strokes, as if trapped in the primitive
intertwining. Lastly, I riveted five metal strips near the
edge of the lower left side. They symbolize five fingers




32 l/2"h x 27 l/4"w
Metal and acrylic paint.
I tried a simple approach to this painting. I used
bold, decisive brush strokes and very little layering.
It has a tribal feel, with possible association to Aboriginal
Dream Paintings. It is a primitive, yet modern graphic.
Inspiration for this piece came as I thumbed through
Housewifery: A Textbook of Practical Housekeeping. There,
I found a fine, black and white technical drawing of the




The piece is about how hot our planet is: filled with
toxic dumping and the breaking down of the ozone layer. It
would be nice to know that we have the option of versatile
heat control, but we don't.
I painted the black and red first. Then, I laid
down a thin wash of my favorite toxic yellow.
In the
center part of the iron, I scratched the surface with a
medium coarse steel wool. For some reason, this darkened
some areas and highlighted others. The darkened areas looked
like the bottom of a well-worn iron.
mmmsmmm
PRESS ON
32 l/2nh x 27 l/4"w
Metal, acrylic paint, photocopy collage, and mylar.
I worked on this piece a long time. It transformed
several times, from an originally simplistic painting
to one of weird multiple layers. A layering of house and
iron shapes angle oddly on this landscape. Mylar and
scratched metal added important textural elements to the
composition. A global housekeeper is obscured by a sheet
of mylar and the painted iron shape. The electrical heat
ing elements on the iron look prickly and harsh. Pink
brush strokes of femininity mingle and blend into a
reddened earth.
The frontispiece of this thesis report features a
detail from "Press On". This painting is about our rights
on the planet Earth and the options of living in a cap
sule or on a satellite as alternatives after we destroy
the planet and have to move on.
X/
GLOBAL HOUSEKEEPER II
1.0 1/4 "h x 27 1/4 "w
Metal, rivets, photocopy solvent transfer, acrylic paint,
and photocopy collage.
In this piece, I explored the variable qualities
of the metal in combination with photocopies. I left the
background in its raw state: a sterile, matte surface.
Onto this, I layered a polished and riveted wedge of metal,
adhered with a plastic seal. This overlaps a postcard
sized piece of metal that I painted on, then added a sol
vent transfer image. I collaged the sponge mop imagery
directly onto the metal with Elmer's glue and water
which










CL.EANING POWER INSTALLATION and detail
Overall size: 96"h x 102"w x 60"d
Metal, acrylic paint, pastel, rivets, photocopy collage,
assemblage, mylar, black tape, paper towels, and wood-
grain contact paper.
This installation holds in it quite a full range of
discovery for me. These paintings are the most mysterious
and inventive because I was truly going with the flow of
my inner energies and not editing out as I did on some of
the other pieces. It is my first installation on this scale.
The piece on the left is one of my initial paintings
for the Global Housekeepers series. It evolved over two
semesters. I started with three plates of metal that I
riveted together. To this, I added acrylic paint, pastel,
photocopy collage, and black tape. I polished and scratched
the layered surface for highlights and the spiraling ele
ment. The detail shot gives a good indication of the image
build up.
The center rectangular painting is quite deceiving
at a glance. I stretched mylar like a canvas and painted
the "frame". The painting behind the mylar is Golden Iri
descent Pearl White on paper toweling. I sculpted the
toweling with my brush as I painted. The painting plays
off the shiny mylar and metals. Talk about cleaning: even
the paper towels are shiny!
The lower center metal piece comes out
60"
from the
wall. I riveted three metal plates together. I painted a
deep, blue-black border and really worked on the surface
shine element.
The piece to the right is pretty wild. I bought a
strip of that awful woodgrain contact paper that tends to
repulse on viewing. This I used as a tree formation. I
topped this with cut and painted metal leaf shapes which
were then taped and riveted to the painting. To the
upper right, I taped on a piece of mylar. I painted a
black circle on it, outlined in iridescent white. I tore
a hole in the center of it to represent the ozone layer.
A shard of metal hangs from the lower right. Meanwhile,
those ghostly, white ultra-photocopied and enlarged
women's
hands and arms are in motion trying to keep up with
the
environmental clean up.
I would like to make note of the presentation of
the artwork. For the longest time, these metal paintings
were thumbtacked to my studio walls. Some of the larger,
long pieces were okay to hang like that, but the rest of
the series needed attention! Obviously, any form of tra
ditional framing would be inappropriate and in conflict
with the materials. The edges are important to the pieces.
It took a couple of weeks of experimentation, but







Styrofoam insulating board. It is
quite rigid. For each painting, aside from the installation
piece, I cut the Styrofoam to be
5"
indented from all
edges, so as not to be very visible or interfere with the
metal edges. I adhered it to the back of each painting
with Liquid Nails. Liquid Nails: what an invention! The
stuff sticks! I weighted the pieces down during drying
time. It was a little nerve-racking because I had never
used Liquid Nails (or Styrofoam for that matter), but I
figured if it's used in house construction, it ought to
hold up these light weight paintings. When this step was
dry, with Liquid Nails I adhered a wooden slat with wire
attached for hanging. The final step was to paint the
blue Styrofoam a neutral gray to blend with the
metal. I
used a spare bucket of house paint for that.
When hung in the gallery, each painting projected
out and the metal edges were accentuated as planned. A
drop shadow from the gallery lighting added extra dimension
as each piece transformed into its own object.
VI. INFLUENCES
My background in graphic design and my interest
in the Bauhaus artists and their renown interdisciplinary
program are influential to my artwork. I align myself
with several artists'
movements, especially those that
incorporate collage. I admire the artists of both the
Dada and the Russian Avant-Garde movements. They used their
collaged and montaged works to protest entrenched political
and social values, and in the latter movement, to show
support for a new and progressive world order. These artists
harnessed the power of their image-making to make power
ful artistic and social statements.
I love the spirit of Marcel Duchamp's works. I
definitely follow the path that he blazed for artists. He
emphasized the role of intellect in the making of art. He
made use of wit and humor to demolish convention. In my
thesis show, I paid homage to Duchamp by including three,
streamlined, 1940's, steam irons. I placed these "ready-
mades"
on pedestals to be appreciated for the art objects
that they really are.
I've always had an affinity for the Pop Art move
ment and the Pop artists: Warhol, Rauschenberg, Hamilton,
Wesselmann, and Oldenburg, to name a few. I love the humor
and the witty use of mass-media imagery and ordinary ob
jects taken out of context and brought to a new realm.
It is difficult to pinpoint influences because
ordinary, everyday life is loaded with
experiences that
effect my artwork. Aside from that mode of thinking,
I would have to conclude that I have parallel ideas to
those artists and art movements, such as mentioned above,
that use a shift in context of image or subject matter to
create a new meaning.
VII. CONCLUSION
Global Housekeepers explored the concept of female
identity as represented in the structure of contemporary
society. Relationships between who women are and how they
are represented socially were points of departure for
further examination of issues of representation, gender and
environmental politics, and power structures.
I explored a conceptual theme and the use of unusual
materials. I chose materials that could be polished to a
shine or that are inherently shiny. The materials manifest
the message: how easy it is, in our culture, to be enticed
by the glitter and glitz of technology with no regard for
its consequences.
The main outcome of my thesis work was the develop
ment of an individualized visual language defined by the
careful selection of materials, the use of photocopied
mass-media images, and a repeated universal symbol. These
three elements added continuity to my artwork that was
lacking prior to my experience at RIT.
In working on metal, my palette changed from bouncy,
bright colors to a more muted color scheme. The colors had
to be expressive and the markings definitive to relay subtle
meanings to the viewer. The metal served as a confronta
tion between an industrial and an ecological message. It
worked well as a "clean", crisp surface in which to support
the Global Housekeepers theme.
The use of mass-media images lent an identifiable
historic marker. These symbolized the postwar era and the
onset of consumerism and media exploitation. I learned
that advertising images can help us to see ourselves or
help us to see how we see ourselves. In this case, I re
searched the representation of females.
The repeated universal symbol was the most fasci
nating element to work with. What I considered initially
to be a simple symbol of
"home"
became a means for multiple
interpretations. After the thesis show, I had people come
up to me and tell me that they found the recurring iron
shape to be very nest-like. The next day, someone mentioned
that it was a very aggressive shape. Some people expressed
their interest in the feminist statements, while others
found the symbolism to be masculine. This intrigues me.
I have nowhere near exhausted this theme yet. There
is a lot more to come. As I conclude this written portion
of my thesis work, I can't wait to
get back to my studio
productivity. I want to continue to use my art as a means
to alert, inform, and activate the public in
environmental
and political causes.
If women are to 'clean up the
mess'
, they have a
right to challenge the people and institutions
which create the problems.
Pe99y Antrobus
(Clift 1992, 19)
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